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SIXTY-SIXTH YEAR
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EIGHTEEN

Archeological Dig Now In Third Year
By MELISSA GIBBS
Ever want to try a day in the
life of a pre-historic Virginia
Indian? Students enrolled in the
1987 longwood Summer Field
School in Archeology will have
that opportunity.
Under the supervision of Dr.
James W. Jordan, Director of the
Archeology Field School and
Associate
Professor
of
Anthropology at longwood, the
budding archeologists will
excavate a pre-historic Indian
site, the Morris Field Site,
44BK212, in Buckingham County.
In addition to digging for
artifacts students will learn
about the native Americans' life
tinou h i elated projects such as
buitdin a sweat lodge ami
onsl ucting a dam designed to
tiai sh.
The students will begin their
days at 7:20 AM with a 25 mile
commute to the site. Upon
arriving at the site, the students
will have 40 to 45 minutes of study
and lecture followed by several
hours of digging. One night each
week, the participants will camp
at the site.
This
will
mark
the
SummerField School's third year
at the current site, a farm owned
by the Morris family along the
Appomattox River. How did Dr.
Jordan discover the Morris Field
Site? After reading a newspaper
article about the Longwood
Summer Field School in
Archeology program, Mr. Morris

alerted Dr. Jordan to some
objects of interest which he had
found while working on his farm.
This summer the students will
also work on several other sites.
At locust Grove Plantation home
of Revolutionary War hero, Peter
Francisco, students will be
involved in historic archeology.
Dr. Jordan described the best
method for locating a potential
dig site—"to hang around
farmers." He said farmers and
men in other occupations which
bring them close to the land often
come across artifacts in their
work.
Previous dig sites for the
Longwood
program have
included a slave shack behind the
president's home at HampdenSydney College and a cave in
Willis Mountain. Following its
organization in 1980, the
Longwood Summer Field
School's first project featured an
Indian camp in Cumberland
County. Dr. Jordan named the
site Anna's Ridge after his then
two year old daughter.
Two courses compose the
Summer Field School in
Archeology, Anthropology 495
and Anthropology 595. The
undergraduate level course,
Anthropology 495-Field Methods
in Archeology, teaches the
techniques of excavation,
mapping, soil analysis, the
washing and analysis of
prehistoric stone tools, and the
interpretation of stratigraphy.

Ken Shipp at the 1986 Field School.

Anthropology 595 — The
Organization and Execution of
Archeological Fieldwork, the
graduate level course, provides
advanced students the chance to
learn the skills necessary to
organize and supervise an
excavation by serving as
assistants to the Director of an
ongoing excavation. Both courses
are offered in the Interim
Session, as well as in the two
other sessions of summer school.
Because of the nature of the
course, which is sanctioned by
the American Anthropology
Association, the class is limited
to twenty students in each
session. Though many students
have already signed up for this
summer and the course appears
filled to capacity for all three
sessions, Dr. Jordan encourages
interested students to see him for
more information. His office is in
Hiner 212.
Besides coordinating the
Summer Field
School in
Archeology Dr. Jordan has
arranged for Longwood
Anthropology Majors to study
archeology abroad. Denise Rast
spent last summer at the
Institute of Archeology at the
University of I>ondon while Betsy
Chalfant and Keith Russell
worked at excavations in Petra,
Jordan.
Dr. Jordan departs March 4th
Dr. Jordan measures artifacts dug up at Morris Field
for England, the Syrian Arab
Archeological site.
Republic, and the Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan where he
plans to arrange for more visit officials at the Syrian
longwood students to study. In Ministry of Antiquities, view
London, Dr. Jordan will visit the archeological collections at the
Institute of Archeology at the Syrian National Museum, and
University of London and travel to archeological sites in
according to his itinerary, will the vicinity of the village of
"state the I.ongwood case as an Bourjesa Fita.
After arriving in the Jordanian
institution where English
students could experience field city of Amman, Dr. Jordan will
training in North American meet with officers of the
archeological techniques." .Ie Jordanian Department of
also hopes to "explore the Antiquities and visit the
possibility of placing longwood archeological collections at the
students in summer internship Natural History Museum of
programs
focusing
on Jordan. Next, Dr. Jordan will
Seventeenth Century migration drive to the archeological site of
of farmers from Suffolk, England Petra, 90 miles south of Amman
to New Kent County, Virginia." to observe the layout of the Petra
En route to the Hashemite excavations. Dr. Jordan will
Kingdom of Jordan, Dr. Jordan return to the United States March
will stop at Damascus, Syria to 18th.
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During registration many students are clueless about the
classes that they are taking for next semester. Students take classes
because of their advisor's and friend's advice and because they have
no choice in the matter. Many students, though, realize that certain
classes are not for them. They may not realize this until after the
drop period.
The drop period should definitely be extended. It is very hard for
a student to judge how he or she is performing in a class until the
first test. Many of the first tests are not until midterm exams. Then,
it is too late to drop the class.
There are many reasons why a student would want to drop a
class. It may be conflicts with a teacher, with time or with other
classes. Maybe in a future semester, a student may have less credits
and more time for the class. They need, though, to have a longer
drop period to decide this.

Letters to the Editor

To the Editor,
I would like to address a
"letter to the editor" I read in
last week's Rotunda by Bill
Moore, Student Development
Educator. I am a Junior and have
experienced many different
types of teachers as well as
students in my two and a half
years here at Ixmgwood. I would
like to give you all an involved
student's view on the situation.
Passivity? Almost every
student I know is involved in
some college activity other than
just classes. I myself run two
different organizations on
campus, one of which is directly
related to my chosen field and
may end up being damn near the
only practical education I'll get in
my field. I'm practically
educating myself: how's that for
engaging in an active way in my
education?!
I think you need a little insight
into the mind of the college
student today, particularly at
logwood. First, let me say that
you are very correct in your
description of a portion of
Longwood students, I see them
too, everydav. But most of us do

not drift into or through
college for our parents, we're
here to try to get ahead, build a
career, and do something for
ourselves. There may be a
certain percentage of freshman
or sophomores who are not sure
what they want out of college but
then that's what they're here to
find out, and it is partly your job
to help them.
In your letter you wrote,
"Many times it seems like
you're not thinking because you
don't voice your opinions,
prefering to sit back passively
and let someone else take the
risk." That's just it, they let
someone else take the risk
because they think there is a risk,
and too many times there is.
What I refer to are some things I
unfortunetly have experienced
first hand. Let's put our naive
beliefs aside for a minute and
look at the facts. There are some
professors out there who will
shoot you down for giving a
wrong answer, will not like you
for your hair style, your clothes,
your sex, and worst of all, for
your opinion. The nice thing is
there are a few of these
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sick and tired of trying with little
professors who will tell you these up in.
things the first day you walk into
Yes, to have a realistic view of or no administrative help and too
class. So maybe you can dress for the work world today and of the damn much administrative
success, or re-define your future is a must if we are to bitching!! And if you want to call
opinions ahead of time to better succeed, but just remember that me "a disgrace" all I have to say
your chances of getting the grade to stop dreaming and striving for is, go ahead: make my day!
—An active
you deserve in the first place. The that "dream job" is a good way
student leader
worst part is that most of these not to get it. If you stop dreaming
type of professors don't tell you, you stop living; you have no To the Editor,
instead you find out when it's too goals.
The new Rotunda Market is a
late to do anything about it. Again
You say if I don't like the way vast improvement over the old
let me state that this stuff really my classes are taught, I should lower dining hall with its new
goes on, I've experienced it first voice those concerns. Well I have look and better food. The upper
hand. I have also heard many on a couple of occasions, to no dining hall leaves a lot to be
other similar horror stories to avail. You see I discovered this desired, however. Instead of
support this statement.
little loophole called tenure, spending money on plants, how
The analogy you used, "fight which seems to mean, around about spending it on good food or
for your right to party", was here, that any professor having at least cooked bad food. Sunday
pretty much on target, but it tenure can do as he-she damn nights have to be the worst. On
needs to be expanded to include, well pleases to their students and the 22nd it was worse than usual.
"be active, progressive, and get away with it. And to top it off The turkey was ice cold, you
yourself," as well as "party". As we the students pay these could drink the creamed
I mentioned before I head up two people's salaries: now if that isn't potatoes out of a cup (there were
organizations on campus and injustice I don't know what is. As not skins in it this time), and the
both want to be more actively for housing, I don't even want to macaroni and cheese was a
involved yet both are held back, begin to get into that B.S.
mystery. Top it off, there was no
not by students, (the students are
In closing I would like to milk for Cap'n Crunch.
there and they care) but by the restate that my comments are The upper dining hall should at
administration! And as for the not directed toward all faculty or least have a sandwich bar on the
'real world", the real world all students. The reason I wrote weekends for dinner. Instead of
parties too, with alcohol, so why this editorial was to point out trying to be fancy, the ARA
shouldn't we. Also, when you say some facts that obviously needed should concentrate on cooking
college students have the attitude to be brought to your attention. something good. I won't even
that one person can't make a And also to say that those of us comment on the new family style
difference, take a look at the who want to do something to service . . .
attitude of the society they grew improve Longwood are getting
Kevin Hunt

Stop hurting
the trees
you love*

Features Editor

The heat is on
This summer may be your last chance to
graduate from college with a degree and an
officers commission. Sign up for R() I Cs
six-week Basic Camp now. Sec your
Professor of Military Science for details.
But hurry. The time is short.

Cathy Gaughran

Sports Editor
Dave Larson
Photography Editor

The space is limited. The heat i> on.

Jason Craft
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Business Manager
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Advisors
BilIC Woods
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Think before
you strike.

Stop by the Department of MHitary Science on the 3d floor of East Ruffner
Hall or call Captain Don Campbell at 392-9348 for more information.

Sally Lowe Exhibiting

Beyond Longwood
Baker Replaces Regan
By MATT PETERMAN
ID Former White House Chiefof-Staff, Donald Regan, was
forced to resign after a successor
was chosen without his
knowledge,
late
Friday
afternoon.
According to White House
officials, Regan responded
furiously after finding out
himself from T.V. He quickly
sent Reagan a terse one line
resignation.
Donald Regan was constantly
being criticized from many
circles in Washington as failing
the President with regards to
Iran. His critics included the
First Lady, Nancy Reagan, who
has disagreed with him on a wide
range of issues.
His successor, Former Senator
from Tennessee and '88
presidential hopeful started
yesterday to organize the
damaged White House and
prepare for Reagan's address to
the country on Wednesday.
Howard Baker, as new Chiefof-Staff. has received great bipartison praise and brings with
him almost instant credibility to
the White House.

D A deadly tornado struck
1,aural, Mississippi in Jones
County on Saturday killing 7
people and leaving hundreds
homeless, according to Red Cross
officials.
The estimated time for cleanup is more than three months.
The storm that struck suddenly,
may have caused more than 20
million dollars of damage.
Residents, who were sifting
throught the rubble that once
were their houses, say they will
rebuild. The town's Elementary
school was totally destroyed
meaning no school for weeks for
500 children.
I^aural, which is in south-east,
Mississippi was the only town
struck by Mississippi's deadliest
tornado on record.
Q Soviet leader, Mickail
Gorbachev, has proposed a new
arms control plan that will be
introduced to the negotiating
table in Geneva. The eastern
European countries has called
the proposal a step in the right
direction, according to Soviet
news agency, Tass.
The proposal cuts the

Stuntz's Photos
On Exhibit
By NOBY LINE
A Diary of Interpretations, a
collection of 38 photographs by
Jinger Simkins Stuntz, of
Clemson, SC, is on exhibit in the
Bedford Gallery at Longwood
College through March 27.
Ms. Stuntz describes her
photographs as "a new reality...
of observation coupled with
emotion and imagination" and "a
spontaneous visual diary of the
solitary and fleeting moments
that are faintly etched into our
hearts and minds."
The photographs are two
parallel series, Ms. Stuntz says.
She calls them "active still lifes"
and "Diana landscapes."
The Diana works are "soft
focus images that evoke the
ephemeral qualities of memory."
The still lifes are sharply
focussed, with surface detail,
visual texture, and intense
clarity.
All of the photographs are
platinum silver prints, with
selenium toning for protection
and visual enhancement. To
achieve the hazy effect in the
distorted focus photographs, Ms.
Stuntz first used a Diana camera

that sells for $1.98. The plastic
lens of this camera "projected a
simple but often elegant, softly
focused image disappearing into
darkly vignetted corners," she
said.
Ms. Stuntz later designed and
built her own 4x5 view camera
with a single lens element that
"exaggerated
the
image
distortion while providing a
range of apertures for exposure
control."
She also has experimented with
enlargement ratios and fine
grain film to achieve the sharp
focus of the still life series.
Most of the photographs have
titles, like "Kiss Me Before
December," "Where Do You
Keep Your Love?," "Loud Noises
in Quiet Places," and "Listless
Nights at the Villa Roma."
The titles are "integral
partners with the visual," Ms.
Stuntz says. "They provide small
clues about my personal
relationship with the work
without sacrificing the viewer's
imagination and perception."
Ms. Stuntz is a member of the
art faculty at Anderson College in
(Continued on page 7)

connection of the Strategic
Defense Initiative (SDI) from the
withdrawal of all medium range
missiles based on foreign soil
within 5 years. Each country
would be allowed to keep 500 on
their own territory.
President Reagan, according
to White House officials, believes
that the proposal is promising
because it does not limit research
on SDI. The allies, Britian,
France, Italy, and others have
not commented on the proposal
until they have more time to look
it over.
Soviet ground forces in Europe
greatly outnumber those of U.S.
allies, giving the Soviets a
strategic advantage should the
proposal go all the way.
Gorbachev also wants to spend
less on the military and more on
civilian plans.

MAKE A
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By KRIS MEYER
Not only does their pattern
Sally Lowe is now exhibiting in present contrast, but so too does
the Showcase Gallery in Bedford. their color. In many of the works,
She graduated Longwood with a the complimentary color of the
Bachelor of Arts in Political figure is used in the background.
Science and has since received a
This creates a figure which
Bachelor of Fine Arts at Virginia belongs in its background, and
Commonwealth University. She yet is very separate from it.
has participated in shows since
At first glance, the show might
1984.
The exhibit in Bedford contains appear repetitious because each
a variety of Serigraph- work contains the same comLithographs. These works con- positional elements: a figure, a
tain figures in various poses with shadow, and slashed-dotted
shadows of different figures in background. But each work
the background. The poses and draws the viewer to it. This show
expressions on the faces deliver closes March 20th.
powerful emotions and a feeling The first March Art Show is
of movement. The apparent being held from March 3-31st It
purposeful stockiness of the is a chance for freshman and
figures
emphasizes
their sophomore art majors and
minors to show then work. All
muscular build and strength.
These figures virtually jump matted pieces, with the acoff of the paper and come alive ceptance of the Art Club, are
because
of
the
unique being presented. These art works
backgrounds. Almost in Seurot's are showing in the l^ncaster
pointalistic technique, the Library for Longwood students
slashes and dots are exciting and and outsiders alike to view. This
bold. They contrast with the solid is the first of such biannual
colors of the figures and shadows. shows.

SPLASH

DURING YOUR

SPRING BREAK
-^-~

BEACHWEAR!

Choose from a large selection of bright,
Original Jams with matching caps and
men's and women's swimwear.
16.99
Misses MkMs in assorted colors

6.00 11.00
Misses colorful

3.99
Jr. nbb.d Mat If

t.99
Bright, patterned

12.99
MensOP*

corduroy

5.99
M«nt Howoiion Tropic*

!•• and musclt

12.00
MtniO.P.' !•• tWrts

Leggelt of Longwood Village. Phone 392 8843.
Open Monday-Saturday 10 'III 9. Closed Sundays.
Use your Leggelt charge, MasterCard, VISA, Choice or American Express.
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3-30-4

POWERLINE

4-6

ANU
UPADHYAYA
XIAN ROCK

68

8-10

10-12

MON.

'.UN.

UNCLE OPUS
AND KAREN
VARIETY

ISRAEL
GRAULAU
ALBUM ROCK
MIKE
HORINKO
ROCK&
WI1AI

TUES.

WED.

PHONE 392-9380

30.1 FM
THURS.

SAT.

FRI.

ROCKIN
INOZ
VARIETY

MICH
HEAVY METAL

JIM LONG
NEW MUSIC

BINK & JEFF S
FRED GRANT CINDY GOOD SCREAMIN
ANDREA
MUSICAL
60s ft 70s
N' STOMPIN
SWINNEY
ROCK
SHOW
HEAVY METAL SHOWCASE
VARIETY

SONNY
MERCHANT
SOCK HOP
50s TUNES

GUS
SOFT ROCK

STEVE GOTT
THE COFFEE
BREAK

KEVIN
THE MIX
RAP MUSIC

ROSS & BILL
60s ft 70s
ROCK

KEVIN HUNT
ROCK*
METAL

MARNA
ANTI-TOP 40

SOUND OF
THE 60s

ANDREW
SMAUWOOD
THE NIGHT
FLIGHT

MARIAN
MARTIN
VARIETY

MIKE PHILLIPS
ROCK/
VARIETY

ANDRE'S
PARTY ROCK

Here We Come, Sun! GREEK OF
r* ***,...
THEWEEK
By MICHAEL GEOLY
With Spring Break coming them. We all know that it's
closer and closer, the school has against the rules to walk on a
been divided in half. There are beach with a tan; you'll stick out
two classes, those who have the like a polar bear. First of all, try
luck of being able to go to the and get two or three sessions in a
sunshine of the south, and those tanning salon. If you can't
who aren't quite so lucky.
imagine that, maybe you should
If you do happen to be one of the consider secluding yourself for
lucky bunch, we know what the first day or two, wherever you
you're going through. Let's start go, to at least build up a base. It
off with the bathing suit. Unless may sound boring, but you'll
you've been blessed with have to make these sacrifices if
perfection, the hours of suit you want to comply with
shopping could be the most sunbathing etiquette. Before you
traumatizing of your year. Every go, don't get too excited that you
winter, you'll plan early for the forget things. You'll need dark
spring, more diet and exercise, sunglasses for scamming (watch
and less Domino's and beer. But the eye movement); lots of
once again, it didn't quite work. sun tan lotion, you don't know who
The five or ten extra pounds that might come by to rub lotion on
have been comfortably hiding that spot you just can't reach;
under the sweats will suddenly be (you might
bring some
exposed and distributed in all the solarcaine, just in case you don't
wrong places.
meet the someone for that spot)
Your next "problem" will be and a blanket. The blanket has
finding clothes. If by chance you two purposes, one, obviously for
happen to meet up with someone sitting on, the other is to shake it
you met last year, heaven forbid out upwind of the dweebs who
you'd be wearing the same thing. are settling in next to you.
You've got to stay in fashion, and
For the rest of you,- don't let
never admit that anything is new, those "sun bums" get you down.
keep your cool. Whatever you If you really want a tan that
decide to do, make sure badly, just wait a few weeks and
everything
you
buy
is the dorm roofs will open up. If it
indestructable - who knows bothers you to watch the
what might be spilled, smeared "darkies" on campus showing off
or dumped on you.
their tan lines, here's something
Perhaps your worst dilemma, to think about, they're just one
after getting your bathing suit week closer to wrinkles and skin
and clothes situation cleared up, cancer than you. Remember,
will be your white body going into there's always next year....

By RENEE SMITH
Kim bra Patterson, a member
of Alpha Sigma Tau Sorority, has
been elected Greek of the Week
by the Longwood College
Panhellenic Council.
A senior Mathematics major
from Northern Virginia, Kimbra
has been elected Greek of the
Week for her active participation
in Greek and non-Greek
activities. As a freshman,
Kimbra came to Longwood on a
golf scholarship and played on
the Women's Golf Team for two
years. Presently, she is studying
on a ROTC scholarship, has been
inducted as a ROTC Ranger, and
is the acting Commander on both
the Longwood and HampdenSydney campuses. During the
past summer, Kimbra attended
Airborne School at Fort Brag in
North Carolina and is now
qualified Airborne. After her
graduation in May, Kimbra will
enter the United States Army as a
Second Lieutenant assigned to
the Aviation branch of the
service. As a member of Alpha
Sigma Tau sorority, Kimbra has
held the offices of Treasurer and
President and now acts as the
sorority's Historian and Social
Service Director.
In an effort to promote
Panhellenic spirit on campus, the
Panhellenic Council will elect one
sorority member each week as
the Greek of the Week.
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Music Quiz
By BARRY GREEN
1. What duo recorded their first single in the 50's under the name of
Tom & Jerry?
2. Roberta Flack wrote "Killing Me Softly" to coax what singer out of
retirement?
3. Who worked as a 6th grade teacher in N. Y. and as an errand boy for
Vogue magazine?
4. Who said he would play Woodstock only if he could go on last?
5. What band went by the name "The Quarrymen" in their early days?
(Answers at bottom of page)
Suggestions for Music Trivia questions can be sent to the Rotunda's
Features editor.

FARMVILLE FEEDBAG

PERMS
By MARNA HUNGER
As we all know, all good things
are destined to change. Perini's
decided to change on us over
Christmas.
One of the first noticeable
changes is the decor. One can no
longer find cigarette butts and
popcorn on the floor from the
Greek sponsored nights. There is
new carpeting, lights and plants.
The dance floor has been taken
over by new booths.
The menu has changed also.
Perini's still offers pizza, subs,
salads and spaghetti. The newest
additions to the menu are Rib
Eye Steak, deep dish pizza,
manicotti, tuna and reubens.
For $4.28 you can't beat the

manicotti and a drink. It is a
large serving for lunch and it
comes with a salad and garlic
bread. The only drawback is that
it was obviously frozen. I still
think the best thing Perini's has
going for it is the pizza. It's
inexpensive and good. As for the
other selections on the menu,
they are standard and can be
good, but I've had better.
One thing you have to
commend Perini's for is the
"clean up." You can no longer
hear the whistles of red-neck
mating calls and the loud music.
Though no longer a college hangout, Perini's family style
atmosphere is a change for the
better in Farmville.

DAFFODIL DAYS ARE HERE!
Support the American Cancer Society, welcome spring and
make someone happy by giving them lots of bunches of daffodils. These blooming flowers will be delivered either on March
19,20or21.
COST
$3.50 per bunch —10 daffodils
$100.00 per tt box — 25 bunches
$175.00 per box — 50 bunches
Help out cancer patients, order your daffodils from Niki Fallis

PINOS

)

DAILY SPECIALS

MON.

ITALIAN HOAGIE W/CHIPS
SPAGHETTI
TUE.
LASAGNA
WED.
THURS . $1.00 OFF LARGE OR SICILIAN PIZZA
$ .50 OFF MEDIUM PIZZA
MEATBALL PARMIGIANA
FRI.
PIZZA STEAK
SAT.
BAKED ZITI
SUN.
(Dinners include salad and garlic bread)
"LARGE PEPPERONI PIZZA"

$2.40
$3.95
$4.95

$2.25
$2.45
$3.95

SPECIA I $5.99

FlREE DELIVERY TO L0NGW0OI)
(AFTER 5:00 PM)

CALL 392-3135

T»k

Personals
Ron V.,
HS-C was fun, but you are a
lot more fun. I can't wait until
this weekend. Thanks for
everything — You are a great
friend.
IK Haw Van Je,
Kaatje
Desperately Seeking Rob L.,
Guess Who?
Love?
Mike,
I was born to fly.
Love,
TWA(L.S.)

Fred,
For sending such a nice letter, I
wrote a poem for you:
Apples are green,
Grass is greener.
Because of that letter
I think you're a wiener.
-Matlock
Laine-Laine,
Kissy-Kissy!
Guess Who?
MAP,
"You're Something Special to
Me" - 3yr6mt. Smiles, laughs
and tons of good times from
FCHS to RC to now. May it be
"Just you and I" always.
Happy days forever...
Love, NaB

Dear Secret Admirer,
I am very interested in meeting
you. I like women that are a little
forward. Please, come by my
room or drop a letter in my mail
box.
Robert Essington
Loby,
Just wanted to say that you're a
great friend and I'm glad I got a
chance to work with you again.
Break a leg and hang in there!
Love, Koby

Kim, Lisa, & Vicki,
Remember Freshman Hall
dormies that I still think about
you even though I don't get
around there much.
The other family member
I'm SEARCHING for a tall,
Longwood junior. Dark brown
hair, beautiful eyes and a
heartwarming smile. I've seen
you often in the Rotunda Market,
however, last Tuesday you ate
upstairs (you were wearing a red
shirt). The only other thing I
know about you is that you used
to date someone named Sarah ...
Are you single now? If interested
in developing a new friendship,
respond here in the Personals.

Jamie,
My owner is sad that you
haven't called. I thought you two
were friends. This makes me sad
To all Sunny's employees,
to see her sad, please call her.
I miss you guys!
She could use a big, big, hug.
Must be "Satan"
Mandy Mylum:
Love, To the BAHAMA BOYS on 8th
Welcome to Kappa Delta. We
Mama
A Sad Monkey floor Curry — Have a great trip
love you so very much!
Angie,
— take lots of pictures! We'll
miss ya'.
You're the greatest friend!
Melissa,
Joyce
Trent:
Wait until I bring to the beach,
You're one HOT clarinet Love, your buddies from 9th floor
What more could we ask for in player!
we'll have a blast (with the
Trolls,
surfers)! P.S. ADPi and TriSig an advisor. We love you.
Your
Kappa
Delta
girls
If you can't buy me cards and
forever!
Smurf,
Love, your roomie Paula G. and Beth J.,
Thanks for everything. You're presents — what kind of
Break out the sun tan lotion — a very special person. You mean friendship do we have? — One
J.A.
Here we come Florida!
everything to me. I'll always be that'll last forever.
Love,
Everyone saw you leaving the
Love, here, so anytime, just "lean on
Delta Party with 2 women. That's
Linda lovelace
KA-LE me." I love ya.
gossip! And what did happen at Lil' Buck!
Love,
VCU on Saturday? The detective
Thank you for being the best
Your "True Blue" Guy Ixnuse,
Sorry we don't say thank you
knows. 0. K., I made the first friend and lover anyone could
often enough. Please know that
move, now it's your turn.
ever hope for. I love you more
NATIONAL
we love you.
Dede than you'll ever know!
Paige,
Your Sisters
M.D.Had lots of fun at the VCU
Rugby game.
Loser Congratulations, new D.J.'s!
WLCX
P.F.
Back to Atlanta,
P-D Slug,
Back to Atlanta,
Have I told you lately that I Kurter Bugs:
Back to Atlanta,
love you, IMMENSELY!
Thanks for inviting me last
You bring the VISA,
Forever, Friday night. The party was wild.
I'll bring the beer.
Your Scooter
Luv, Dee
L.L.
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Gus Nicole and Gus Debbie:
Thanks for all your love and
support and for showing me how
to "Take a Walk on the Wild
Side."
Luv, Gus DeAnn
To Count:
Who is Kim? What's she like?
What (or who) does she look like?
Smurf
Congrats to our new Delta Zeta
pledges — Sandy Bishop, Angie
Dandy, and Anissa Reed — We
love you.
Sisters of Delta Zeta
Arthur Drew,
The roses were very special to
us and so are you!
Love you lots
- Delta Zeta
Laurie M.,
The search is still on — N.Y. is
definitely added to the list;
maybe I should look in Fla.
during break? I could just go
from Fla. to Ga. to N.Y. - June,
July, and August, respectively.
Love,
Mrs. Gary Schulwolf (Dr.)
Sandra,
Thank you for being a very
close friend. I'll always be there
for you.
Your No. 26 Partner

t:MONTH

Charity,
Life's an illusion,
Ix)ve is the dream.
Have a great break!
Lillyak
To Big Sis Jennifer,
Have fun in Ft. Lauderdale
with Tom!
Ix)ve your little Sis,
Amy
Window,
Will you marry me?
Harry belated birthday, Buffalo
Soldier! Hope it was fun.
FE
Boxholder 388,
Don't leave here without giving
me a chance. I think we'd be
great together.
B.B.
Madonna,
Hey, gorgeous! Let's go out
Friday — We're perfect for each
other.
Brian
Annie-M,
Isn't Twelve O'clock a little too
late to be staying up?
Rammit

Hey Buckaroo!
Love cannot be expressed in
words alone. Love is a touch, a
glance, a shared experience. It
can be said a dozen different
ways, but simply said — I LOVE
YOU!
T
Scott,
Let me make this your best
birthday ever!
I love you!
Jenny
Robert Smith No. 6,
How about taking me out to the
ball game?
An Admirer
Denise,
What do ya say? Thanks for
being a cool roomie!
Christine
Robert S. the TKE (gamma
class) —
You could be incredibly sweet
if you weren't so damn
obnoxious!
To Whom It may Concern:
I loaned you my shovel just
after the first big snow. Please
return it.
Allen-L.C. Post Office

Little Mike Rabbit:
CHEATERS never win!
-X
P.S. Liars never win either!
Mike, a gamma class TKE —
Save me a dance at the next
mixer. I enjoyed the last one.
Jeff,
You said you wouldn't laugh! I
guess you're right again. You're
not a god. Just an average guy
(or maybe below average!) Just
kidding.
CHARLES K. and LARRY
(AXP) Leave us alone! You're nice
guys but only as friends!
Steve 0. in Main Cunn. 139 Happy Belated Birthday! Wish
I had known sooner.
Best Wishes,
Pam in Curry
Skeebo,
Thanks! for what? for finally
being my friend. We had our first
conversation w-o your asking
"Why" once. Maybe we'll be able
to have pizza in public one day.
Butch and the kids say hello.
Friends Forever,
Poochie

If you've ever gotten ■
pizza that was cold, or
late, or just not right,
you've had a close
encounter with the NOIDT
The MOID loves to ruin
your pizza. You can AVOID
THE NOIDr Call Domino's
Pizza* You get Fast, Free
Delivery" of our quality
pizza in less than 30
minutes. Domino's Pizza
Delivers* the hot, delicious NOID-proof pizza.
One call does it alir

Call us.
392-9461

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

Farmville

Longwood Shopping
Center

Open for lunch
11 AM-1 AM Mon-Thurs.
1lAM-2AMFn&Sat.
Noon-1 AM Sunday

ES
Ou« «m—% cany WM <**< SMOO
UmWd dimiri —*
C<M6 Oorwno* ****. mc
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Miss Longwood Judges Named
By NOBY LINE
Five judges who together have
a half century of services to the
Miss America program will
judge the Miss Longwood
Pageant on March 21.
They include the executive
director of the Miss North
Carolina Pageant and the official
chaperone to Miss Virginia.
The Miss Ixmgwood Pageant, a
Miss America preliminary, has
built a reputation as one of the top
local pageants in Virginia. Thirty
contestants tried out for the
pageant last December, and 10
were
selected
for
the
competition. Special guest
performers of national stature
will be announced shortly.
The pageant will be held
Saturday, March 21, at 8:00 p.m.
in Jarnian Auditorium. Tickets
will be available at the door.
The judges are:
— Stephen K. Zaytoun of

Raleigh, NC, executive director
of the Miss North Carolina
Pageant. He has been associated
with that pageant since 1979 and
has been instrumental in
increasing its scholarship
programs by more than 30
percent. He owns an insurance
brokerage house and is active in
civic
and
professional
organizations.
— Jean Smith of Roanoke, who
has been the official chaperone
for Miss Virginia to Atlantic City
since 1964. She also is the
associate staging director of the
state pageant and the chairman
of staging hostesses. She has
judged numerous state pageants.
— Stuart Drummond of
Virginia Beach, who was for
many years in the construction
business in the Tidewater area
and in Palm Beach, Fla. He is
judges chairman for the Miss
Virginia Beach Pageant. He is a

SGA Minutes

member of Circus Saints and
Sinners of America, a group that
contributes to the development of
community and charitable
organizations throughout the
United States.
— Alta Drummond, a model
and singer from Virginia Beach.
She is associated with the Miss
Virginia Beach Pageant and has
hosted several reigning Miss
Americas who have appeared at
the pageant.
— And David Brent Wright of
Elizabeth City, NC. He has been a
pageant judge in Virginia and
North Carolina for the past six
years. He is a partner in the
Jerry S. Wright independent
insurance agency in Elizabeth
City and a member of the board
of directors of Peoples Bank and
Trust Company, the Rotary Gub,
and the Boys' Club.

<A
College. Nominations should be
prepared for a vote at the last
SGA meeting monthly.

— had an afternoon act for Student Academic Advisory
Orientation Shel Boyard
— orientation leaders and Spring Weekend, but it fell Committee
— Option for lengthening the
alternate leaders have been through.
— will be sponsoring a "Spark witndraw period is open for
chosen for the 1987 Summer
Plug"
mixer on March 20; if this discussion. All student input
Orientation Program.
goes over well we will sponsor welcome. Committee meeting
other mixers in the future.
Sophomore Class
Wed.
Dining Hall and Parking Fees
— have received allotment for
1987.
Committee
— where are the chairs of these
— organizing for a speaker for
committees?
Do you know you
graduation is in progress.
are welcomed to the SGA
— planning a Ring Dance for
Judicial
Board
Kim
Deaner
meeting every Thursday night at
April; open for suggestions for
— Danny Hughs and Traci 6:00 in Lankford?
usual format of the Ring Dance.
O'Connor
have been appointed as
— the officers show support for
Calendar for Semester
SGA recommendations about new board members.
— need student input on
current alcohol policy.
possibility of lengthening Fall
— no longer plan to pay for the New Business Ricky Otey
oieaK.
—
SGA
will
be
giving
away
cost of restoring the bell in the
Certificates
to
clock
tower;
another Honorary
organization
has
made outstanding students and Old Business
— the Bookstore is too
organizations at Longwood
arrangements.
expensive!!
What can be done to ease the
undo-stress placed upon the
Longwood scholar?
SUN
YOUR PLACE FOR SPORTING NEEDS:
— Jamantha Williams and
Rick Kelly were both a success
— Spring weekend they will be
selling T-Shirts, posters, and
drink huggers.

PAIRET'SINC.

138 MBMWTH MAIN ST. FUttVNlE.VMCIIIU 312-3221

CUSTOM SCREEN PRINTING
(Done on premise)
CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATES.

INTRO TO FILE EXPRESS MON. 2 MAR., 1:30-3 p.m. or
Tues. 3 Mar., 12:30-2 p.m.

INTRODUCTION TO
AFRICA n
Spring 1987
Bedford Auditorium
5:30-6:20 p.m.
March 3
VISIT AFRICA, 1 p.m.,
Jarman Auditorium

An introduction to the File
Express file management
package on the IBM-PC. Handson training at creating a
database file, entering data, and
Dance as cultural heritage
editing existing data, will be
March 10
provided. Prior familiarity with
No program-SPRING
simple DOS commands and at
VACATION
least one other software package
March 17
on the IBM-PC will be assumed.
Film
"The
Chopi Timbala
Participants must bring one
blank diskette, formatted using Dance"
March 24
MS-DOS or PC-DOS version 2.X
or 3.X. (File Express is an easy- Martha Hamblin, Wildlife
to-use package which allows data Photographic Safari
March 31
such as mailing lists, inventories,
Beatrice
Clark
membership lists, and the like to
be stored, manipulated, and Life in Senegal
April 7
retrieved.)
Dr. I^averle Berry
Anyone interested in becoming North Africa in Color
a member of the Longwood
April 14
Series of Performing Arts may
Diana
McMeekin
pick up an application in the
Student Union office or contact African Wildlife Specialist
April 21
Anna Prow at box 972.
Dylan Pritchett
Black Culture in the 18th
Century
April 28
TBA

NO POLLS
Ok, ok: the shoe poll. We even
gave you an extra week in which
to reply. 8 ballots were turned in
— half of them had to be
disqualified due to answers like
"more than 20", "less than
Amelda Marcos", and "less than
Janet Greenwood." Since the
whole thing was a totally
inaccurate survey due to 99.7
percent or so of the student body
failing to reply, let's just call it a
draw. We won't bug you with any
more polls, either — how's that9

February 28th. thru March 6th.

Mardi Gras

Special Cajun Menu!
Drink Specials in a souvenir Mardi Gras glass
"Capture the Full Feeling"

MARDI

WAS

"FAT TUESDAY"

March S. 1917
$25 00 GIFT BASKET for the
Best Costume Awarded
at 1130 pm
FREE Hats, Noisemakers, Masks,
Popcorn and Peanut
(Don't forget about St. Patrick's Day)

n*
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Events For The Week Of March 3-9
TUESDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

SPADES entry forms Tennis Doubles entry "DAVE'S DAY" (HA'
due. Captains meeting forms due. Mandatory HA!)
6:30,IAARm.
meeting 6:30, IAARm.
SGA meeting, 6:30,
VISIT AFRICA, 1 p.m. "ONLY 2
DAYS IAARm.
Jarman
LEFT!"
Spring Break Night in
Alcohol Support
Dining Hall
Group, 7-8, CCC Rm.
1st Floor French
"IT'S ALMOST
HERE!
ONLY 1
PI KAPPA PHI host
MORE DAY!"
Cafe, 8-12
"3
DAYS
COUNTING!"

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

"IT'S
HERE!
SPRING
BREAK
BEGINS AS CLASSES
END!"

"WE MADE IT!"

"WATCH OUT FOR
THAT SUN!"

"SPRING BREAK 87
OFFICIALLY
STARTS!"

AND

By TERRESA BUELOW

Photos From 3

WELL, &URE, THERE
ARE STILL S°ME
BUGS IN IT.

\UH-f

LONGWOOD BOOKSTORE

• « Break
reu Sole
Spring *> *

South Carolina. She teaches
design fundamentals, advanced
drawing,
and
advanced
photography.
Her work has been shown in
some 35 juried and invitational
exhibits in South Carolina,
Pennsylvania, Oregon, and
Rome, Italy (as part of a
"Portrait of the South"
invitational show).
She received the bachelor of
fine arts degree from the
University of South Carolina in
1980 and the M. F. A. in
photography from Clemson
University in 1983.
Ms. Stuntz says she invites
viewers of her work "to explore
as I explore — to appreciate the
intricacies of nature, the
delicacies of memory, and the
universal quality of emotion."
Her exhibit is open to the public
during the following Bedford
Gallery hours: Monday through
Thursday, 9 a.m. to 12 noon, 1 to 5
p.m., and 7 to 10 p.m.; Friday, 9
a.m. to 12 noon, and 1 to 5 p.m.;
and Saturday and Sunday, 2 to 5
p.m. (The gallery will be closed
from March 7 through March 15
during Longwood's spring
break.)

LARGE SELECTION OF CLOTHING
UP TO
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AND LARGE PIZZA
WITH TWO TOPPINGS
VALID 3 3/87 TO 3/31/87
ONE COUPON
PER CUSTOMER PLEASE!
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PIZZA BUFFET
All Tou Eat
$
PIZZA AND ICED TEA

FOR ONLY

3.00

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY - 11 AM - 1 PM
WEDNESDAY - 5-7 PM
Free Campus Delivery
Monday thru Friday, 5:00 - 11:30 PM

Vi OFF
TUESDAY, MARCH 3 - FRIDAY, MARCH 6

LANCER CAFE

ZLPPY'S HOUSE

392-4822

Gymnasts Defeat UMBC
Lady Cagers
Player Of The Week

Senior co-captain taren Korbes
became the all-time leading
scorer in Ixmgwood women's
basketball history last week
when she scored 15 points against
Pittsburgh-Johnstown, and for
her performance Forbes has

been named Longwood College
Player of the Week for the period
February 22 through March 1.
Player of the Week is chosen by
the longwood sports information
office.
Also Ixmgwood's all-time assist
leader, Forbes scored 1,480 points
in her career to beat the record of
1,471 set by Sue Rama 1974-78.
She also scored a career high 34
points in her final appearance in
I^ancer Hall, sparking the Lady
lancers to an 82-68 win over
District of Columbia last
Tuesday.
Forbes has now been named
Ixmgwood Player of the Week
three times,
Mason-Dixon
Conference Player of the Week
once and National Division II
Player of the Week once.
A second team All-Mason
Dixon Conference pick two years
in a row, Forbes helped
Ixmgwood compile a 13-14 record
during the past season.

Longwood Riders
Six Longwood riders won
ribbons in an intercollegiate
borseshow hosted by Sweet Briar
Friday. Leading the way was
Kim DeShazo who took a first
place in novice over fences and a
fourth place in novice on the flat.
Other Ixmgwood competitors
wen
Mike
Carey,
6th
intermediate over fences; Robin
Mcfiowan, 2nd advanced walktrot; Wendy Weaver, 2nd novice
over fences, 3rd novice on the
flat; Ann l^wson 6th novice over
femes and Robin Walker, 6th
ad\ anced walk-trot-canter.
IIit lancer riders next show is
April 5 when will Ixmgwood will
serve as the host college.

Men's Basketball

A season which began with
great promise ended on a losing
note last Friday as second seeded
Randolph-Macon rallied to hand
Ixmgwood a 67-62 defeat in the
semifinals of the Mason-Dixon
Conference Tournament in
Ashland, Virginia.
That the Yellow Jackets went
on to upset top seed Mount St.
Mary's in the tournament finals
was of little consolation to the
lancers, who ended their season
13-14. Ixmgwood put forth one of
its best efforts of the season
against R-MC, but it wasn't
enough.
The I oncers held their final
ItaM'hnll Team Wins ."J
lead at 60-59 with 1:45 left after
Longwood, with a pre-season Doug Poppe scored inside. A 3ranking of 18th in Division II, got pointer by Charlie Boyd gave
its 1987 baseball season off to a 3-0 Macon the lead for good at 62-60.
start last week, before rain The Jackets cashed in five of six
washed out five of 11 contests on a free throws the rest of the way
six day road trip to North and after Lancer Darryl Rutley
South Carolina.
missed a 3-pointer from way
Boosted by nine hits in 12 at- outside with
46 seconds
bats from All-America candidate remaining.
Jeff Rohm, the lancers took care' For the game Ixmgwood got 20
of St Andrews 6-1 and 4-2 points from Rutley, 14 from Art
Wednesday and Francis Marion Monroe and 8 from Poppe,
3-1 Thursday. Two games at Quintin Kearney and Dale
Morris Friday, a game at USC- Shavers. The Lancers outAiken Saturday and a twinbill at rebounded R-MC 33-17 as
Allen Sunday were canceled by Kearney grabbed a game-high 9
foul weather.
rebounds, and hit 53 per cent of
Coach Buddy Bolding indicated their shots, scoring 27 field goals
Sunday that his squad would to the Jackets' 23.
likely play a doubleheader slated
foi Monday at Newberry College.
In ait ion this week closer to
home Longwood li scheduled to
visit
Hampden-Sydney
Wednesday at 3 p.m. and host
West Virginia Tech Friday for
two gamti and Division I
Lafayette for i»u Sunday.

End Their Season
Pittsburgh-Johnstown ended
Ixmgwood's women's basketball
season Friday night with an 88-77
victory in the semifinals of the
Mason-Dixon Conference
Tournament at Mount St. Mary's,
but senior guard Caren Forbes
became I^ady Lancers' all-time
career scoring leader.
Forbes scored 15 to end her
career with 1.480 Doints. ninp
more than the previous record of
1,471 compiled by Sue Rama 197478. The senior co-captain played
only 25 minutes because of foul
problems and scored just 6 points
in the first half, tying the record.
Forbes came back with 9 points
in the second half to break the
mark.
Ixmgwood, which had lost to
UPJ by wide margins twice
during the season, gave the I^ady
Cats all they could handle Fridaynight.
By Rick Rivera
"We played our hearts out,"
the team."
said coach Shirley Duncan. "It
The Longwood gymnastics
Speaking of character, Kim
was a very strong performance team concluded its home Booth competed in three of the
for us."
schedule Saturday with a win four events despite a possible
The I^ady I-ancers trailed by over Maryland Baltimore County season-ending foot fracture.
just three at the half, 41-38, but 168.9-168.5. Following spring According to Budd she "went
turnovers mounted after Forbes break the I-ancers will travel to beyond the call of duty and really
picked up her fourth foul and James Madison March 20 in their saved the meet for us!" Booth did
went back to the bench. next action. The win boosted the not compete in floor exercise
Ixmgwood turned the ball over 34 lancers record to 4-9.
which ordinarily may have hurt
times in the contest.
For senior Debbe Malin it was the
Lancers
drastically.
Sophomore forward Kita a most joyous farewell to 1-ancer However, Teresa Robey came on
Chambers played perhaps the Hall. Malin finished third overall strong with a fine performance to
finest game of her career, enroute to the highest score of her help preserve the win.
finishing with 19 points and 11 collegiate career (34.2). Another
The ever consistent Lynda
rebounds. She converted 8 of 13 senior contributing to the win was Chenoweth was again just that in
field goal attempts and was Kerri Hruby. Both Hruby and earning her highest score of the
named to the MDAC All- Malin tied for third on bars with year with a 34.15.
Tournament team Saturday- an 8.35.
With spring break coming up
night. Mount St. Mary's won the
Coach Ruth Budd was very and a great psychological lift
tourney and advanced to post- excited about the win. Budd from the win, Longwood is
season play in the NCAA II South thought her team might have lost pushing toward a regional berth,
Atlantic Region.
it after a disappointing floor lancer bars performances have
Senior center Karen Boska exercise.
improved tremendously and with
closed out her career with
"Somehow we managed to pull more hard work coach Budd is
another strong game, scoring 14 it out," said Budd. "This victory- very optimistic about the
points and grabbing 10 rebounds. says a lot about the character of upcoming meets.
Angee Middleton added 13 points.
"We accomplished a great deal
as a team and as individuals,"
118 W. THIRD
said coach Duncan of her squad's
13-14 season. I'm very proud of
FARMVILLE,
what we were able to do and the
VIRGINIA
kids are too."
392-6755
After losing last year's leading
rebounder and scorer Melanie
Ix?e to an academic internship
before the season began,
Ixmgwood finished third in the
HOURS: Monday-Wednesday 7 am - 2:30 pm
Mason-Dixon regular season race
Thursday-Saturday 7 am - 9 pm
and beat four of the top five
teams in the South Atlantic
BREAKFAST SERVED ALL DAY!
Region. LC had an outstanding
10-4 record on its home court.
The Lady Lancers will return
THURSDAY NIGHT
eight squad members next
season, but Forbes and Boska
ALL YOU CAN EAT SPAGHETTI!
will be difficult to replace.
(Includes salad bar and fresh bread.)
"I don't like to think about
playing without those two," said
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Duncan. "They provided us with
excellent leadership as well as
FRESH SEAFOOD
points, assists and rebunds.
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